ThetaHealing® Basic DNA

Hello beautiful soul,
Please find below a description and some more information in connection
with this seminar I will be teaching in Berlin from September 14th to 16th, 2018.
Would you like to FREE yourself from subconscious beliefs that are holding you
back, CREATE a fulfilling life you really want to live deep down in your HEART
and just BE and enjoy who YOU truly are?
Theta Healing® is a powerful meditation and energy healing modality that
provides you with amazing techniques for self development and personal
transformation. It will enable you to quickly identify limiting beliefs and feelings
– on the core, genetic, historic and soul level –, dissolve deeply held blocks
and instantly reprogram the unconscious mind.
In this seminar, you will experience how to easily connect with the essence of
pure unconditional love and the energy of Creator of All that is – or Divine
Source Energy or whatever your word for this energy is. You will enhance your
intuitive abilities, learn and practice powerful techniques to create happiness
and abundance in all areas of your life, and take home a bunch of highly
effective self-empowering tools.
The ThetaHealing® Basic DNA seminar is the foundation of basically all other
ThetaHealing® classes. I will teach the seminar in September in English. Come
and join us!
If you would like to register please send me an email with your name, address
and telephone number and you will receive the details for transfer of the
seminar fee of €451 to reserve your spot.
Please see below for additional information. In case you have any other
questions you are welcome to get in touch with me.

I am looking forward to getting to know you :-)
Love ♡
Susanne
***
Seminar Information
Our seminar times will be from 10:00 until about 18:00 hrs. Please arrive 10
minutes earlier so you can settle in comfortably and we can all start together
in time.
Our seminar room is located at Christburger Str. 48 in 10405 Berlin (Prenzlauer
Berg). It is easy to reach by public transport with Tram M10 + Tram M2. There is
a direct tram connection from main train station, and it is possible to reach
the location in less than 1 hour from both airports. Check out how to get
around with public transport in Berlin: http://www.bvg.de/en
There will be water, tea and snacks for you in the breaks. For lunch you have
the option to go to one of the nice restaurants or cafes nearby and there are
also some small grocery shops.
You will get Vianna Stibal's book „ThetaHealing“ and the official manual for
the seminar in English. At the end of the seminar you will receive a certificate
of Vianna Stibal’s THInK-Institute of Knowledge® as a “ThetaHealing®
Basic DNA Practitioner”.
Cancellation Policy
Should you cancel your registration for a seminar, the registration fee (€130 for
this seminar) cannnot be refunded. In case of cancellation of 14 days or less
before the seminar starts, 50% of the costs will be charged. In case of
cancellation of 7 days or less before the seminar starts, no-show or leaving the
seminar earlier the full amount will be charged.
Should you not be able to attend the seminar and you provide another
participant instead, the seminar costs will be refunded. Should the seminar

not take place due to unforeseen circumstances the full amount paid until
then will be refunded back to you.
***
I am looking forward to getting to know you and to teach an international
class with beautiful souls from all over the world!
Love ♡
Susanne
ThetaHealing® Master
Susanne Bosch
sessions and seminars for personal development and transformation
Nazarethkirchstr. 40, D-13347 Berlin
+49(0)30.45301693
theta@susanne-bosch.de
www.susanne-bosch.de
***

ThetaHealing® Headquarters’ seminar description
The Basic DNA introduces the ThetaHealing techniques and focuses on
activating the 12 strands of DNA within each participant.
The heart of this seminar is the practice of techniques that allow you to
change life patterns held in place by core, genetic, historic and soul beliefs,
either self inflicted or externally imposed. ThetaHealing we believe you inherit
beliefs and emotions from your ancestors. This level we call the genetic level
The students experience an opening to the Unconditional Love of the
Creator. The student will learn to identify his/her own beliefs as well as to
practice pulling them for others in the seminar. This practice can quickly
reveal systems of belief, showing the body how to replace limiting beliefs or
feelings with positive ones.
Recent articles have proven genetic beliefs can be passed down.
Other topics and exercises include:










Learn why we create things in our life and what we learn from it
Learn discernment when working with guides and guardian angels
Introduction to manifestating in your life
Future readings
Balancing your moods
Soul mates, waywards and implants
Seven Planes of Existence
The Power of Connecting to the Creator of All the Is

The ThetaHealing Basic DNA seminar is the first seminar to certify you as a
ThetaHealing Practitioner. The Basic DNA and Advanced DNA are the two
main seminars that will give you the main tools to start as a ThetaHealer.

